
Dear <Name>,

It was a pleasure speaking with you in person last <date>

I hope that you have had the opportunity to read the literature I left you, viewed our website and seen the STOP 
Signs displayed on the windows/front doors on <name of road(s)>

As promised, I attach the STOP Sign (saved as a PDF) and the version of the Summary that you can put your 
own company details on (saved as a DOC).

If you have any difficulty attaching your logo or any other details, I can do it for you.

The business case for advertising on our literature

For the direct costs of paper and inks and the proportionate share of depreciation of owned equipment or 
monthly lease costs.

You will benefit from: 
1. An advertisement placed on the inside of windows/front door of properties during the life of this campaign 
(which may last years).
2. Your logo on the supporters page of our website, measuring circa <insert size>.
3. Distribution of Stop Signs by the undersigned across <name of borough> on a rota basis (discussed below).
4. The potential demand for properties displaying the STOP Sign and in particular for properties that do not have
any Smart Meter installed. This is a benefit of the educational nature of the campaign.

I hope you will find the following matters to your satisfaction:

Volume

A weekly print volume of <insert number> double-sided STOP Signs with your logo on the Summary is 
excellent!

You are welcome to increase the volume at any time.

Colour

You are welcome to use a bright red colour for the STOP Sign if you want to.

Distributor

The undersigned collects the printed material at all times, upon notification of a completed print run.

Distribution

To achieve our objective of publicising each others activities to mutual benefit, the following rota which 
endeavours to target areas of highest footfall in your catchment area, is suggested for your consideration:

<Insert Day(s)> of the week

<The rota is dependent on the size of the catchment area>
Week 1 - ……………... ;



Week 2 - ……………... ;
Week 3 -  ……………..;
Week 4 - ……………...;
Week 5 - ……………...; and   
Week 6 - ……………....

 The above rota is particularly convenient on public transport. 

Exclusivity

In recognition of the print volume, no other similar business in <insert postal area e.g. N17> will be approached.

A supporter that has a large catchment area is greatly appreciated! <Delete if catchment area is narrow>

At any time, name of business can notify which postal areas they do not require publicity. 

Trial Period

You are welcome to introduce a trial period.

We would prefer a minimum trial period of three months.

Notice Period

We would prefer a minimum one month notice period.

Displaying STOP Sign on your window

In as much we'd like to have a STOP Sign displayed on your office window, we do not recommend this.

You are welcome to display the STOP Signs or any of our other literature in your office. 

I hope that you will find the above acceptable to you.

Look forward to your reply.

Kind regards.

Yours sincerely,

<Your name>

Stop Smart Meters Haringey
Your website <……………………...>

For and on behalf of all the residents with "STOP" Notices on their windows/front doors in Haringey.


